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Mueller Bridge for Measuring Temperature During Precise Vapor Pressure Studies

Apparatus for precise measurement of vapor pressures, photographed above and diagrammed at right, shows use of manometer, cathetometer, and G-2 Mueller Bridge at Bureau of Mines, Bartlesville, Okla. Manometer and sample container are immersed in the constant temperature bath. Before the compound to be studied is introduced into the container, the system is evacuated, using the Pirani gage to indicate pressure down to one micron and the ionization gage for lower pressures.

During measurements, the cathetometer is used to read the vapor pressure as indicated by the mercury manometer. The thermostat automatically regulates the bath temperature, and the Mueller Bridge precisely indicates temperature of the sample.

Two features make the G-2 Mueller Bridge suitable for this type of work:

Wide Range: The Bridge is calibrated in ohms, with a resistance range equivalent to temperatures of -190 to +500°C.

High Precision: The Mueller Bridge offers the limit of certifiable precision. It measures the resistance of its 25-ohm platinum resistance thermometer, within a limit of error of a few ten-thousandths of an ohm, or a few parts per hundred-thousand, whichever is greater.

ALL THIS (or other combinations)  
in 19" square floor or desk space

2. One-inch drawers for filing microslides vertically, either spaced or close-packed.
3. Two-inch drawers for Kodachromes and similar transparencies.
4. Four-inch drawer for lantern slides, index cards, or similar.
5. Four-inch drawer fitted with the TECHNILUME, a built-in spot illuminator for slide identification.

the compact, flexible, all-steel  
laboratory filing system

All vertical-filing drawers are interchangeable to make any combination your particular needs require. Bulletin No. 1600 describes this unique filing system. Please ask for it.
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Welch Stainless Steel Triple-Beam Balance for rapid, accurate weighing

- 3 Etched Scales visible at eye level
- Good Sensitivity: 0.01 g. or less
- Cobalite Knife Edges
- Covered Agate Bearings
- Patented One-Piece Beam Construction
- Sensitive Level
- Base and Pillar
- Crystal Finish

Stainless Steel construction makes the scale highly
CORROSION-RESISTANT

Each $21.50 — Lots 3, Each $19.50
(Extra weight $1.25 additional)

W. M. Welch Scientific Company
Established 1880
1515 Sedgwick St., Dept. E Chicago 10, Ill., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Laboratory Apparatus
In the Spotlight

Never has an opaque projector been so amazingly successful as the Beseler Model OA3. This outstanding opaque projector has met with an enthusiastic reception in both education and industry. Its ability to accommodate a full 8⅝" x 11" page has opened up many new possibilities in the projection of opaque material.

BESELER MODEL OA3

Projects full 8½" x 11" pages in magazines and books, maps, graphs, etc.
Brilliant screen illumination
1000 watts — Air cooled

Free Demonstration
Upon Request

CHARLES Beseler COMPANY
60 Badger Avenue, Newark 8, N. J.
The World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque Projection Equipment
Molding samples, production and color control work, testing single cavity molds, etc.

The Carver Laboratory Press as illustrated above with hot plates is standard equipment for plastics research, molding and development work.

The Carver Press provides complete range of temperatures from room temperature to 400°F. Adjustable by thermostatic switch to within plus or minus 2°F. Equipped with an accurate 6" gauge, providing load readings up to 20,000 lbs. Low pressure gauges optional. Carver Standard Accessories include Electric or Steam Hot Plates; Electrically Heated and Water Cooled Hot Plates; Carver Test Cylinders; Swivel Bearing Plates; Cage Equipment, etc.

All of the items shown on this page were produced on the Carver Laboratory Press by users in the Plastics Industry. In addition to these useful applications, the Press is used for Drawing • Embossing • Plastics Instruction and Demonstrations • Tensile Testing • Testing Compressive Properties • Shear Tests • Flow Tests • Crushing and Breaking Tests • Determining Heat Cycles, etc.

FRED S. CARVER INC.  
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341 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK 14, N. Y

Please send Catalog and full information about the Carver Laboratory Press, also a free plastic ash tray molded on the Press.
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This MICROSLIDE BOX made of brown, fibrous-type bakelite incorporates several outstanding improvements:

- It holds 100 slides, 75 mm or 3 inches.
- The soft cork cushion reduces rattle and breakage.
- The brown bakelite case is neat, attractive, non-warping and can be filed on a shelf as a book.
- The numbered indexes in the lid and on the cork bottom of the slide compartment permit easy reference to slides.
- A chrome slide clasp and large double hinges assure convenient opening and closing.

Order from your regular laboratory supply dealer.
No. 66417 MICROSLIDE BOXES, dimensions 6 1/2 x 8 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches.

- Each ............................................. $2.05
- Lots of 12 ........................................... each 1.85
- Lots of 36 ........................................... each 1.74
- Lots of 72 ........................................... each 1.64

Shipment from stock.
To keep Christmas well is to remember others—

especially those whose friendship

is known to be solid and sincere.

So, in the true Spirit of Christmas, we send our hearty thanks and warm greetings

to all our friends in the

American Association for the Advancement of Science.

May the best joys of the season be yours!

The C. V. MOSBY Company

Scientific Publications

3207 Washington Blvd. 720 Post Street
St. Louis 3, Missouri San Francisco 9, California
DOUBLE ECONOMY IN MICRO-PROJECTION

1. LOW INITIAL COST
2. ONE PROJECTOR – THREE USES

For Permanently Mounted Specimens
Handles a wide range of regular material with ample reserve resolution and covering power for higher and lower magnifications. With divisible objective, range of magnification is from 30X to 230X, at screen distances 4 to 15 feet.

For Drawing and Table Projection
Mirror reflects the image onto a notebook or paper directly below. Image is clear and sharp for easy tracing. Divisible objective can be removed and standard microscope objectives used, if larger images and higher powers are desired.

For Specimens in Liquid
The whole class can view a living specimen at one time. Special air space insulation in the object stage makes it possible to observe living material for long periods.


BAUSCH & LOMB

Triple Purpose MICRO-PROJECTOR
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